
 

Adventures in Anywhen 
Morphamish + Tryptamines 

 
Adventures in Anywhen is a collaboration between Tryptamines, classical electro blues                     
psychonauts, and Morphamish, electronic composer and musical wanderer. These seven                   
collaborative remixes are part of a journey which has taken them around this planet, including a                               
win at the Independent Music Awards in New York. Now, Adventures in Anywhen guides                           
travellers on a journey to Planet Anywhen, a musical planet with diverse unusual inhabitants                           
imagined by Morphamish.  
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Track Listing 

 
1. Absolutely Everything (Heat Shimmer Mix) 
2. Please Don’t Judge What You Don’t Understand (Heat Shimmer Mix) 
3. Gods Behave Like The People Who Make Them (Heat Shimmer Mix) 
4. The Citadel (Skim Stone Mix) 
5. Landslide O’ Tiny Robots (Skim Stone Mix) 
6. Doag’s Duboot (Mojo Molasses Mix) 
7. Insulin (Blank Canvas Mix) 
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A word from the Captain 
 
Captain Chemical Callum steered musical mothership  
EMOTIVE UNDERGROUND. Collectively consisting of Crew members also outfits 
TRYPTAMINES.. CHEMICAL CALLUM.. TOM THE NOISEMONGER... SESSION COLLECTIVE.. THE 
CHEMISTRY SET... LIVE BROADCAST UNIT. THE WABLAB MAIN TRANSMITTER KID PRO QUO  
 
created within also without her on a mission through infinite dimensions.  
Worlds. gravity all nonsense now to us all.  
Searching fir the 13th note also anything else at all. Within also without ground control FINDING 
soundsound studios  
MAGICALLY MEETING MORPHAMISH  
while also lovingly greeting each other  
warmly to boiling sun heat  
as we began  
music making with a mean beat.  
As he took his seat  
within the emotive underground art collective mothership  
sharing creating many musical delights  
for the eyes also ears.  
 
Connecting within the collective making marvelous musical medicine for all.  
MORPHAMISH made way for a new destination  
his musical world ANYWHEN. 
rearing the mother ship into  
a new exploration of fellow explorer  
MORPHAMISH world of ANYWHEN.  
Instantly inspiring a new name for Chemical callum  
Morphing it to a similar style. CHEMICALLUM.  
 
The beginning of such sounds sounding within the science of sound has now begun on the 
ANYWHEN grounds. 
 

* * * 
A word from Morphamish 

 
An album of select few words about universal love, the inherent worth of every sentient being, 
the transient nature/ insignificance and significance of life, the desire to escape the everyday 
world,  love and longing, putting up with shit, sanity and vitality struggles, following your dreams, 
escaping the mundane, the universe of ideas manifesting in the physical world, humans making 
gods in their own image making humans in their own image, grief, the mundane, memories, the 
approaching singularity, algorithmic behaviour directing, ripple effects, controlled substances, 
controlled consciousness, respite from it all. 
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Tracks 1, 2, 4 and 7 originally appeared on Tryptamines by Tryptamines 
Track 5 originally appeared on the way which can be named is not the nameless way by 
Tryptamines 
Tracks 3 and 6 remain unreleased by Tryptamines 
 
http://www.anywhen.fun 
http://www.tryptamines.co.uk 
http://www.morphamish.com 
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http://www.anywhen.fun/
http://www.tryptamines.co.uk/
http://www.morphamish.com/


 

 
 
Credits 
Sounds ethically harvested from Tryptamines stem cells (Chemical Callum, Tom the 
Noisemonger, Fox Beats, Hamish, Morphamish) 
Mixed at Sound Sound Studio  
Produced by Morphamish 
Edinburgh 2018 
Art by Tom the Noisemonger 
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Welcome to Anywhen 
 

Planet Anywhen incorporates diverse zones, each with their own musical style and intent, 
growing in intensity as you move from left to right across the map.  These sonic transmissions 

are translated into Morphamish for your beautiful ears. 
 

Blank Canvas 
Mojo Molasses 
Heat Shimmer 

Bubblebot\ 
Skim Stone 

Randan 
Fektek 

 
At the heart of Anywhen a volcano is the ritual home of 

 
Volcano Voices 

 
a place of togetherness including longstanding collaborations with 

 
Texture 

Tryptamines 
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https://morphamish.bandcamp.com/album/welcome-to-anywhen-2
https://www.anywhen.fun/
https://morphamish.com/blank-canvas
https://www.morphamish.com/mojo-molasses
https://www.morphamish.com/heat-shimmer
https://www.morphamish.com/bubblebot
https://www.morphamish.com/skim-stone
https://www.morphamish.com/randan
https://www.morphamish.com/fektek
https://www.morphamish.com/volcano-voices
https://www.morphamish.com/double-helix
https://www.morphamish.com/tryptamines

